**H₂ OH, NO...NOT AGAIN**

What more is there to say about water? We know that we need it, that there's not enough of it, that our profession depends on it, and that we get charged for it so it has tremendous impact on owners, members, and golfers.

Why don't I like water? Because as important as it is to what we do, it is fickle.

When there's too much water, a golf course becomes too wet, creating a fertile breeding environment for insects and diseases.

Ask Matt Schaffer, the superintendent at Merion, if he's a fan of water. After seven inches of rain fell during the week of the U.S. Open, probably not. I'm fairly sure Matt and his crew didn't sleep much that week, working non-stop to save the course.

When there's not enough water, turf won't grow, bare patches of dirt are unsightly and hard to play from, and golfers complain that they want Augusta — not Arizona desert. Those of us in charge of keeping courses playable prefer to keep golf courses a little dry, so they are healthier while actually aiding golfers who benefit from a playing field that is “firm and fast.”

I also don't like water hazards, especially when they're on the right side of a course because I occasionally fade the ball. Okay, that's a little personal, but most golfers regularly fade — make that slice — the ball, and seeing water down the right side of a hole is frightening.

But you know what I really don't like about water? How much we talk about it. I'm tired of the conversation, of the hand wringing, of having to explain to those same owners, members, and golfers that water is mostly out of our control.

And yet we have to keep telling them, again and again, just how important water is. Educating the golf audience about water's uses and abuses is one of our most critical tasks. Just because you and I know that water is our most valuable resource does not mean everyone does. So keep saying it. Keep talking about water. And keep educating yourself on better ways to live with water where you are, whether it's in short supply or overabundance.

Here are a few ideas for superintendents everywhere to better manage the water they have.

Take the guesswork out of your water use. As management consultant Peter Drucker said about the business world, “If you cannot measure it, you cannot manage it.” Those words are especially relevant to water. Measure what you use, factoring in ET and rainfall. Keep a record of use in inches per acre, including a calculation of the actual annual percentage of ET replacement.

Keeping accurate records may save you someday when asked to prove if your course is as efficient as our industry claims. In my travels around the country working with courses
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To understand the sort of issues we’ll be dealing with, check out this study of subsidence in California’s Coachella Valley (Enter on.doi.gov/145fyKX into your browser to read this study). The end result was a $50 million pipeline that brings additional surface water from the Colorado River to Coachella Valley, the region that includes Palm Springs. The water comes into a reclamation plant where it’s blended with recycled water to meet the summer demands of up to 50 golf courses that draw on the aquifer.

Another term splashed about at water conferences is “direct potable reuse.” The availability of recycled water for irrigation may decline as new methods of treatment allow for more recycled water to go safely back into the water system for drinking. Here’s an example from Texas (Enter ndt.i.us/Wxx81F into your browser) and a demonstration project in San Diego (Enter bit.ly/bHkurf into your browser).

A leading irrigation consultant told me that such projects are, “a double-edged sword because yes, they increase supply, but advanced treatment means higher water rates for the membrane (reverse osmosis) operation and brine disposal infrastructure and operating costs. This process is just starting to gain traction in the industry.”

All of which means that while you also might not like water, you need to know about it. Down to the last drop.

Okay. So what do I like about water?

I like that it comes in three forms: frozen, liquid, or gas.

That three-quarters of the earth’s surface is covered in water, and that we are trying to find safe ways to harness its power.

In frozen form, it’s ideal for skating, a key element of my second favorite sport – hockey, and the perfect complement to my post-round Grey Goose and tonic.

I like showering after a long day on the golf course, and especially at great clubs like Riviera, Merion, and Pine Valley where the showerheads are big and fully pressurized.

One more thing to like about water: It keeps us healthy. Remember to stay hydrated, and to make sure your staff drinks enough water, too. Unlike golf courses, for us there is almost no such thing as too much water.

At the same time, irrigation and water management issues were taking 80 percent of Eric’s time. With the new system, irrigation materials and labor repair costs dropped to $2,500 annually and hand-watering hours dipped to 500 hours (50 percent less). The greens are now hand watered, which they were not previously, and accounts for the majority of the hand watering. This decrease in labor has allowed the staff to concentrate on other course improvements.

The new irrigation system has greatly improved the course playability, not only on a hole-to-hole basis, but from a month-to-month basis throughout the golf season. It has also been a major factor in the aesthetics of this link-style course allowing it to be dry where and when it is supposed to be, which has brought out the original design intent.